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Introduction

A threat of the global ecological crisis of animals and almost 7 thousand speci_ _i .p
at the break of the 20th century dictates plants are included in the IUCN Re_d_t-ist '_
the necessity fo elaborate a strategy for (2000). The extinction of 484 animal a_ 654
optimal coexistence of man and nature, plant species has been documented since
The adoption of many important decisions 1600. In fact, several times this number have

in the field of ecology by the UN Confer- disappeared or undergo a threat of extinc-
ence on the Environment and Develop- tion.
ment (Rio de Janeiro, 1992) and signing A further decline in bfodlverslfymay lead

of the Convention on Biological Diversity to destabilizafion of the biota, the loss of.' ;_
by many countries including Russia integrity of the biosphere and itsabiU_to
proved to be key events in the history of maintain the principal characteristics (_:_he.
mankind, environment. As a result of irrever_:)le :

By biological diversity in the context of transformation of the biosphere, it ma :yfbe'-_
the Convention is meant "the variability of come unsuitable for human life. The'm_te-:

living organisms from all sources including, nance of biological diversify on Earth _ an
inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquat- indispensible prerequisite for the survival of

ic ecosystems, and ecological complexes man and sustainable development of civili-which include them as parts; this definition zation. _:
includes also the diversity within species, Russia plays a key role in the cort_erv_-
between species, and diversity of ecosys- tion of global biodiversity and maintenance
rems." of major functions of the biosphere because

Impaired biodiversity is a most important its vast territory still supports the largest

environmental problem facing mankind, natural ecosystems and a consider,_J31epart _
Many natural ecosystems have been de- of the world's biodiversify. _ _
stroyed which resulted in the extinction of The National Strategy and the Action;_

living organisms associated with them. One- Plan for biodiversity conservatio n _Russi_
fifth of the Earth's land surface has suffered have been elaborated to promO_ balfill-_,_ *
a complete change of natural ecosystems, merit of the country's commitmeritS? _ ::
Thousands of plant and animal species are member of the Convention on B olog,cal,'.

now threatened: over 9 thousand species Diversity. ,_ _



· National Strategy is a document of long-term planning.

· National Strategy determines principles, priorities, and policies of the country con-
earning biodiversity conservation.

· The Action Plan, a system of concrete measures and actions aimed at biodiversity
conservation, is worked out on the basis of National Strategy·

· National Strategy determines main lines of elaboration of legislative and normative
,;/J;legalacts, a system of organizational, administrative, financial, and economic mech-

" _ anisms to ensure conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, conservation strat-
egies for particular species and ecosystems, action plans and strategies of govern-
mental, public and commercial bodies to the same effect·

DTheStrategy expresses common aspirations of the Russiansociety to safeguard biodi-
versify thus opening the possibility {or active participation of all interested parties.

J

_' Being a document of national scope, the Strategy is designed to envolve a wide range
of subjects:

· Legislative, executive, and judicial bodies at federal and regional levels.

· Local self-government bodies.

· Companies and enterprises engaged in industrial production, construction, extrac-

_ ,_ _ tion and trteatment of natural resources, agriculture, forestry, fishery and hunting,
_. transportation and communication, trade, and communal services.

_' 0 Banks and other financial structures.

· Mass media.

4 *· Educational, cultural, scientific, and public health facilities.

_'_ · Political parties and movements.

· Religious confessions.

· Russian and international public organizations.

· Foreign juridical and physica{ persons acting on the territory of the Russian Federa-
tion.
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1. Specific Features of Biodiversity in Russia and
Socio-Economic Conditions Influencing It

A vast territory occupied by Russia(17 million sq. km), its highly diverse natural and
socio-economic conditions, and enormous length of land and sea frontiers taken
together account for a unique scope of problems facing the nation in the field of
biodiversity conservation.

/' /" °neral Cha'acte'Zrtic °I {Jossia8iofversit ,
· The diversity of non-tropical natural ervoirs is 6Sthousand sq. km. Peatlandsand

ecosystems of Eurasia (polar deserts, tun- marshesoccupy 1.8 millionsq. km. They and
dras, forest tundras, taiga, mixed and the lakes collectively cover ca. 15% of the
broad-leaved forests, forest steppes, Russian territory (up to 85% in some re-
steppes, semi-deserts, and subtropics) is gions). Thus, wet{ands are of primary impor-
fully represented at the territory of Russia. fence for the formation of the natural phys-
There is an equally high soil diversity rang- iognomy of the country.
lng from Arctic soils in the north to brown Russiaplays the leading part in the pro-
semi-desert soilsand subtropical yellow soils tection of Arctic ecosystems and their biodi-
in the south, versity. About a third of the entire Arctic

The territory of Russia is unique in that it zone is situated within the Russian sector
features major planetary latitudina{ and zonal where the most typical territories of this re-
trends of biodiversity (well-apparent zonal gion support characteristic Arctic ecosys-
succession of natural ecosystems), tams and their complexes. About 80% of

Russia hosts more than a quarter of the the Arctic species diversity is represented
primeval forests still remaining on Earth. in Russia, and almost 90% of the true Arctic
Russian forests account for about 22% of forms live in the RussianArctic.
the wor{d's forest resources and 40% of the About a quarter of the Russian territory
most valuable coniferous stands. The total is occupied by mountains: they occur in 43
forest cover in Russia exceeds 6 million sq. of the 89 administrative regions of the Rus-
kin, with swamp forests occupying 1.5 mil- sian Federation. Mountainous areas of Rus-
lion sq. km. sia feature a great variety of natural condi-

Russiahas the largest wetland systems in tioins.
the world with its almost 120 thousand riv- Russia is bordered by 13 marginal seas of
ers totalling 2.3 million km in length and three oceans (Atlantic, Arctic, and Pacific).
about 2 million lakes having a total area of The country's coastline stretches some 60
370 thousand sq. km (the Caspian Sea ex- thousand km, and is thus the world's Iong-
cluding). The area of man-made water res- est one.

¢
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I. _ Feahwesof BIodhmrdtyinRuss_andSoclo-EconornlcConditionsInfluencingit

· A major part of species diversity of temsaresfillviable(evenifparflydestroyed)
Northern Eurasia, the largest land mass on and retain the potential for compensation
Earth. is concentrated in Russia, at the current rate of anthropogenic chang-

The flora of Russia includes more than es.

12,500 species of wild-growing vascular About 15% of the territory of Russiaoc-
plants, over 2,200 species ofmosses and cupied by two thirds of its population is
liverworts, and ca. 3,000 species of lichens, considered to be ecologically unsafe as un-
Soils and waters of Russia including seas dergoing progressive destruction of natu-
give home to 7,000-9,000 species of lower ral ecosystems and soil degradation (urban
plants (algae); the number of fungi amounts agglomerations, industrial, mining, and ag-
to 20 -25 thousands, ricultural regions in the European part of

The vertebrate fauna comprises 1,513 Russia, the Urals, Siberia, andtheFar East).
species, viz. 320 mammals, 732 birds, 80 In Russia, 124million hectares of agricultur-
reptiles, 29amphibians, 343 freshwater fish- al land (56%) are vulnerable to or actually
es, and 9 cyclostomates; in addition, there undergo water and wind erosion.
are 1,500 marine fish species in Russianseas.
The fauna of invertebrates comprises about · Unlike many other countries, Russia
100 thousand species. Many of them are experiences relatively Iow anthropogenic
endemic fo Russia. transformation of natural ecosystems on a

large part of its territory (northern and Asian
· Unique natural complexes designated regions). This accounts for the fact that

as UNESCO's natural and cultural heritage many of them remain virtually unchanged
sites as well as centres of endemism are situ- and may serve as standard natural features.
ated at the ferrotory of Russia, such as Kur- Thus far, many types of ecosystems appear
skaya Kosa (Courland Spit), coastal waters to face no serious risk. Inthe first place, these
of the Barenfs Sea, the Caucasus, virgin for- are tundra, northern and southern faiga
esfsinthenorthoffheEuropeanpartofRus- biomes, and most Arctic seas only slightly
sia and in Siberia, the Volga Delta, Caspian affected by human impact (with the excep-
Sea, Putorana Plateau, Altai, Lake Baikal, tion of certain areas subject fo intense eco-
Transbaikalia, southern quarters of the Rus- nomic developments).
sian Far East (Primorye), Kamchatka and Generally speaking, species diversity in
Chukchi Peninsulas, Wrangel Island, and Russia is also safe. Main faunistic and fioris-
other territories requiring special attention tic complexes of all landscape zones of the
in the context of biOdiversity conservation country as well as freshwater and marine
in Russia. ecosystems still survive.

· According to the UNEPcriteria, 65% of · Despite the apparent safety of biodi-
the territory of Russia remains virtually un- versify inRussia, some types of ecosystems
changed by economic and other human and animal species are in a catastrophic
activities and supports undisturbed ecosys- state, that is on the verge of extinction. In
terns, particular, the biomes of European steppes

Around 20% of the territory has suffered and broad-leaved forests have almost dis-
considerable human impact, but its ecosys- appeared, being represented today by

*Hereand hereinafterin the text of the Strategy, whenever a mention is madeof a sea,mountain
systemorother largenaturalcomplexwhichoccupiesthe territoriesof severalcountries,itspart under
the jurisdictionof the Russiangovernment isregarded asanobject of the Strategy.



1.SpecificFeaturesof Biodiversity in Russiaand Socio-EconomicConditions Influencing It

small fragments at specially protected natu- in the elaboration of a system of criteria for
ral territories and military testing sites closed the choice of priority objects of biodiversi-
to the public. A large number of species are fy, organization of monitoring, and plan-
rare or endangered and require special at- ning biodiversify conservation.
tention. The Red Data Book of Russian Fed-

eration lists 114 species and subspecies of · Over 500 local breeds, populations,
animals (Red Data Book. Animals, 2011 ); and stocks of agricultural animals of 36 spe-
516 plant species and 17 fungi are listed in cies are raised in Russia. Five hundred and
the Red Data Book of RSFSR, 1988. fifty-six of them are placed on

the state register of selected breeds rec-
· Natural ecosystems of Russia are of ex- ommended for use in the year 2000. More

clusive value for the biosphere as they per- than 11,000 native varieties of plants are
form the most important regulatory func- cultivated. A shift to a system of agricul-
lions. The largest peafJands and swamp for- lure using industrial techniques, chemical
ests occur in Russia. They play a key role as fertilizers and pesticides in the last decades
sinks of carbon facilitating its fixation and has had a marked levelling effect on agro-
maintenance of carbon dioxide balance in ecosystems and resulted in a decrease of
the biosphere. Also, forests and peatlands their breed and species diversity.
of Russia are the most important terrestrial
regenerators of oxygen. · High diversity of cultural landscapes

embodying harmony of man and nature is
· Northern ecosystems (tundra and characterisficofRussla(gardens, parks, fra-

taiga) dominate the territory of Russia, es- ditional agricultural landscapes, areas of
pecially its Asiatic part, due not only to geo- sustainable use of natural resources by in-
graphic location of the country but also to digenous peoples, canal systems of histor-
its continental climate and an extensive per- ical value, man-made forests, etc.).
mafrost area in Siberia. These ecosystems
are extremely vulnerable, slow in recover-
lng from disturbance, and highly subject to
erosion where they are underlain by per-
mafrost if their vegetation cover is de-
sfroyed. Ecosystems of northern seas and
freshwaters are equally vulnerable.

· A large part of the Russian territory is
characterized by highly variable climatic
conditions accounting for instability of its
ecosystems. Marked annual and secular vari-
ations of environmental conditions lead to
wide tiuctuations in the number and distri-
bution of many species.

· Natural and climatic conditions of Rus-

sia account for a relatively Iow species di-
versify of natural ecosystems coupled fo
high intraspecific and intrapopulation diver-
sity. This should be taken info consideration

i¸_?i_
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/.2. SocLoJ CodLtio, 8Lod  eitq

The following social and economic factors ® Economic importance of biological re-
should be considered when addressing sources. Exploitation of forests, fish-stock,
biodiversity conservation issues: game animals, and other bioresources plays

an important role in the national economy
· Highly heterogeneous social and eco- at large and the leading one in some regional

nomic conditions across the vast territory economies. Bioresources are vital for minor
of the country: ethnic groups deriving subsistence from
- uneven distribution of the population; their traditional use.
- differential orientation of regional econ-

omies making them either essentially in- · Widespread practice of indiscrete utili-
dustrial, agricultural, mining or poorly de- zation of natural bioresources to fulfill im-
veloped; mediate personal needs (hunting, fishing,

- multinational population incorporating gathering mushrooms, berries, food plants,
over 50 indigenous minorities that adhere etc.).
to traditional husbandary and practice dif- Poor state of knowledge and understand-
ferenf strategies of exploitation of bio- lng of the importance of biodiversity con-
logical resources and biodiversity, servation.

Strongly utilitarian attitude towards liv-
e Resource-oriented economy: lng nature among Russians promoted by

- key industries relying primarily on the ex- the recent economic crisis. Risk of further
tensive exploitation of natural resources "deecologization" of public conscious-
and power-consuming technologies; ness.

- raw materials as a main export;
- Iow efficiency of economic and financial · Conversion to free market economy;

mechanisms for biodiversity conserva- transition from the centralized command
lion, lack of measures and incentives by planning system to a private-enterprise
which to make attractive the rational use economy regulated by market reecho-
of natural resources and power-saving nisms with a degree of state involve-
technologies; ment.

- rapid and high returns from over-exploi-
tation of natural resources; · Predominance of short and medium-

- failure to assess and recognize the value term priorities over long-term strategies in
of biodiversity as a considerable portion government plans and plans of private corn-
of the national wealth, ponies.

_
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· Absence of an integrated approach to · Consequences of economic crisis of
the exploitation of natural resources, Iow the 1990s:
levels of elaboration and implementation of - increased environmental repercussions
programs and projects for comprehensive per unit of production (despite a decreas-
regional development, lng trend since 1966); higher resource

and power consumption for the coun-
· Incomplete and contradictory legisla- fry's gross output as a result of the pre-

tion concerning nature use and protection, dominance of environmentally unfriend-
rights and duties of land owners and users, ly technologies in the production sector
Limited applicability of many legal docu- (resource-consuming industries most
merits and regulations, harmful for the environment were the last

A poorly defined law on separation of to suffer the decline); deterioration of
property in natural objects under joint own- basic stocks; poor technological disci-
ership of federal and regional bodies. Ab- pline;
sence of legal mechanisms for coordinated - considerable cuts in investments in envi-
activities and treatment of debatable issues ronmental protection;
concerning the use and protection of mi- - increased frequency of technogenic ca-
grating and other separable bioresources, tastrophes affecting biodiversity;

- somewhat decreased human pressure on
· Ineffective application of the existing agroecosystems owing to the decline in

laws on biodiversity conservation, industry; reduction in the area of land
under cultivation; abandonment of re-

· Low efficiency of state control and su- mote pastures and hayfields; reestablish-
pervlsion over nature conservation and use ment of woody vegetation on agricultur-
of natural resources; frequent reorganize- al lands especially meadows;
tion of governing bodies; decreased status - increased pollution by domestic waste
of nature conservation institutions; chronic and municipal effluents attributable to the
shortage of budgetary funds allocated to wear and tear of sewage treatment
nature conservation, equipment;

- markedly increased poaching and its frans-
· Poor development of the state system formation in many cases to an officially

for monitoring and statistics of the use of tolerated commercial activity undermin-
natural resources and environmental pro- ing bioresources.
faction. Inadequate inventory control dur-
_ng the last years, impaired efficiency of · The following facts are positive:
ecologJca_ and hygienic monitoring via a - well-developed network of nature re-
network of plague-control stations, polar serves and national parks occupying
stations, forestry service, etc. Insufficient around 2% of the total area of the coun-
or faulty information on the extraction of try;
natural resouces and their abusive exploi- - deep-rooted traditions of environmental
ration, research.
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J 1.3. rinci)al.bends of ttumanJJqacton giodtersitq

Anthropogenlcfactorsandtheirnegative clear power stations, mining, agriculture
effects on biodiversity are many and varie- (herbicides, pesticides, chemical fertilizers),
gated. They may be arbitrarily categorized forestry (chemical weed and pest-killers),
into two main groups, as follows: traffic, military facilities and operations, do-

mestic and municipal sources, technogenic
· Direct effects accidents (oil spills), launching missiles, and
Decimation of animal and plant popula- also carried by aerial transport (e.g. acid

lions resulting from overexploitation, abu- rains).
siveandillegalexploitafion;commercialhar- Biolo_l_etsmanifest as man-in-
vesting of living organisms; unwise and non- duced changes in the structure of natu-
selective pest control; animal mortality roi biocenoses and ecologically stable
caused by collision with man-made con- natural-cultural complexes include delib-
structions; destroying animals and plants erate or accidental introduction of alien
considered dangerous, harmful or unpleas- species and their self-dispersal; dissemi-
ant fo people, nation of infectious diseases of plants

Destruction of natural biofopes resulting and animals; population explosions of
from their transformation to agricultural certain animal species; potential penetra-
lands (e.g. steppes put to cultivation); tion of natural ecosystems by genetical-
changes in the make-up of forests and in ly ngineered organisms, eutrophication
forestry itself; building; mining; draining of of water bodies, depletion of food re-
wetlands; water and wind erosion of soils sources of animals.

promoted by human activities; construction As a rule, various human activities (ag-
of hydro-electric power plants and wafer ricuJture, building, mining, transporta-
reservoirs; disappearance of small rivers, lion, industry, recreation, harvesting,

etc.) have both direct and indirect effects
· Indirect effects are changes in the nat- on natural ecosystems. The latter may act

ural environment of living organisms. They on several targets at a time. Therefore, an-
are largely exerted along the following thropogenic impacts are often cumulative
three lines, or synergefic.

._/u/.,_o./_, i.e. changes in physical It is important fo dstinguish between man-
characteristics of the environment, include induced changes of biodiversity and natu-
alteration of soil and ground physical prop- roi processes of its formation. Natural effects
erties; regulation of river channels; overex- should be considered when it comes to the
ploifation of water bodies as sources of elaboration of biodiversity conservation
water supply; seismic surveys and explo- programs, but there is no much sense in at-
sion works; effects of electro-magnetic tempts to block them even if possible.
fields, noise and thermal pollution. Those anthropogenic factors should be

C/-__._;_al _*/De_, i.e. pollution of wa- controlled in the first place which are cru-
_,_ ter, air and soils with waste matter generat- cial for biodiversity or apt to most seriously

ed by industry, power plants including_,_- affect it,

<
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